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An Apology :

	

Sorry about the delay in the printing and distribution
of this issue of Between Us . We missed our target of
February 15, partly due to winter weather complications,
and also due to the timing of the release of some of
our pertinent content material .

Toronto Star editorial 3
Globe and Mail editorial 4

O .C .C .O . Study Update 5
Foreign Student Tuitions - Part 2 6
Conference News 7

Thanks to Marie and Doris at Mohawk for all the
help with the preparations, and to St . Clair
College for volunteering to handle the printing
and mailing of this issue .



ACTION PLANS FOR CAAT COUNSELLORS

On February 8, 1978, the' Ontario Psychological Association made public
their "Proposal for Legislation to Control the Practice of Psychology in
Ontario", at long last . If you are a member of OPA (there are approximately
800) you can receive a free copy ; non-members can send $1 .50 to Grace
Brooker, Executive Secretary of OPA, for the Draft of the Proposed Legislation .

There has been sufficient mention of this Proposal during the past year, and
plenty of current reaction (see newspaper articles that follow), so that I am
confident that very little of the content would be news to you . It is import-
ant, however, that you understand that the Proposal is simply that - a proposal -
and has not been passed by the Ontario Legislature . Nor should you assume
that it simply awaits the "rubber-stamping" process ; it is not a 'fait accompli',
especially in its present form .

Many groups are taking action . The Division of M .A .'s, within OPA, has sought
legal counsel to draft a counter-proposal or exemption request . The social
workers are writing their own exemption clause, in consultation with the OPA.
An Adhoc Committee of Concerned Citizens was formed in Toronto in January, and
under the chairmanship of Donald Evans, Professor of Philosophy at U . of T .,
is circulating a petition in opposition to the proposed Act . Certain people
have already had exemptions written in : doctors, clergy, and teachers covered
by the Education Act (not CART faculty) .

At the February 13 meeting of the OPA - Hamilton Region, it was pointed out that
the OPA expects changes to the Proposal, in response to groups' reactions .
Dennis Timbrell, Minister of Health, has not committed himself to support of the
Act, despite his similar interest in "protecting the public" . He is stalling,
until such time as he has had ample opportunity to monitor public reaction and
receive submissions from concerned citizens - a target date mentioned at this
OPA meeting was April 9 .

And so, on to action plans . The very least that you should do is to write a
letter to your M.P .P . (All M.P .P .'s were sent copies of the Proposal, so they
should be familiar with the issue of your concern .) You can be sure that some
members of OPA will be following this same route . With a bit more energy, you
could also write to Dennis Timbrell, Minister of Health - but make sure each
letter is original and yet consistent . Those are the very minimum efforts
required . Furthermore, you need to educate other colleagues, both within and
outside your college, who might be affected - you could write to program chair-
men, the student paper, the town paper, and related agencies . There are many,
many groups who might need to negotiate exemptions or stand up in opposition
through their own letters .

The time is ripe, and 200 letters do make a difference . I urge you to take
action and express your views .

Peter Bacon.
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By ELLEN ROSEMAN
The Ontario Psychological

Association is guilty of "pro-
fessional elitism" in trying
to restrict the practice of
psychology to licenced psy-
chologists, according to
marriage counsellor Alex
1 sbister.
"One more step and

they'd have to outlaw con-
versations across the back
yard fence too," said Mr .
Isbister, chairman of the
legislative committee of the
Ontario Association of Mar-
riage and Family Counsel-
lors .

	

-
He was commenting on a

proposal by the 800-member
OPA to set up a College of
Psychology of Ontario,
under- which anyone- who
calls himself a psychologist
and practices psychology
would have to be licenced by
the college .
The OPA defines the prac-

tice of psychology very
broadly as applying to mar-
riage and vocational coun-
selling, personnel assess--.
ment, sex therapy, psycho-
therapy, behavior modifica= `
tion, biofeedback techniques'
and hypnosis .
"A single discipline

shouldn't control entry into 3
a multi-disciplinary field," 1
Mr. lsbister said . "It's like "
historians telling people
they can't teach English - ;:
it doesn't make sense."

	

-'

	

'°
OPA lawyer Barry Svead-

ron explained that the psy-
cliologists are proposing
new legislation because the
current law -_ called the
Psychologists Registration
Act - has. "absolutely no
teeth" . - -
Tne lew says that "if you

call yourself a psychologist,
you have to be vrgi%>tered .
But if you drm't call yourself
a psychologist, you can do
what you want with impuni-
ty~ir . Swadron said .,

	

_-,

PSYCHOLOGISTS' GROU1D IS C/ALLED ELITIST

fiee saw

	

e psyc to ogists -1
are concerned about
"quacks"-unqualified and
untrained individuals and
groups who

	

are

	

ruining
people's

	

minds.

	

"Without -
government intervention,'
they would have to do some-
thing almost criminal to
warrant prosecution ."
The Ontario Psychological

Association has been cam-
paigning for a new psycholo-
gy law for the past 10 years,
according to Mr . Swadron.
"The underlying essence of
the proposal is, to ensure that
the public is protected when
seeking psychological help."
He denied that the psy-

chologists intended to set up
' a professional monopoly and
said that exclusions would
be made for teachervsocial-
workers and pastoral coup
sellors .
`But marriage counsellors

like Mr. isbister say this
! .isn't good enoggh . "I'm a
social worker and I don't

' feel I need permission from,
the Ontario Psychological
Association to do what I'm
trained to do .
. ,, "I agree that there ought
to be some control over the .

`~ legislation

	

relating

	

to

	

the
private practice of counsel-
ling services, excluding
`agencies. '

"For' example, I'm 'm
'private practice and people
can call me out of the 'YY '
low Pages with absolutely.

' no idea whether I'm trained
.or not."_
'Henry Regehr, .a mar-
riage counsellor with the'
'Institute of Family Living in
Toronto, called the licencing
proposal "arrogant" and
'elitist" .
The psychologists, in his ,

opinion, "are moving in
from a power base to take
control of something they

-eonsider to be their territo- ._
ry . Just because they have a i
,PhD, they think they're the'
only - ones who can use the
words psychology, therapy
,or counselliny_"_ - ___

' -

	

r.

	

n rew

	

a co rn,

	

1
psychiatrist,

	

said

	

he sup- I
ported the Ontario Psycho-
logical Association's at-
tempt to eliminate "charla-
tans who present themselves
as healers . For years, I tried
to convince the Canadian .
Psychiatric Association that "
there was a problem but '
they did never did anything
at all ."
Dr.

	

Malcolm,

	

who has ,
been calling for controls on :
unlicenced therapists for :
almost a decade, makes an
analogy between the "pop
psych" of the 20th century
and the "pop physick" of the
19th century.

I By the end of the 19th
century it was decided that
the private citizen did not
have the right to set himself
up as a healer of the physi-
cal ills of man . It is certain-
ly time for a further decision
to the effect that the private
citizen does not have the
right to set himself up as a
healer of the psychic ills of
man." .

	

:~
i

	

Dr. Malcolm's analogy is
I rejected by Jim Dybikowski; :
a philosophy professor at the
University of British Coldm--.

'"bia who is also president ofd
' the

	

B.C.

	

Civil

	

Liberties
Association.

"Unlike medicine, psycho-
"logical theory is in such a
state of flux that it's difficult
to distinguish-between some-
one who's guilty of malprac-

tice and someone who
.Mr. Dybikowski said iri a
telephone interview .

British Columbia passed a
new Psychologists Act last
April, after only three weeks
of debate. "The B.C.

	

Civil
Liberties Association has
become the chief critic of
the act, claiming that it is
too broad and gives too
much power to one profes-
sional group .

	

-_

( Credit : The Globe and Mail , 78-01-21 )

"It's one thing .t6 --9how
that there are= abuses and
another to show that this is

' the way to deal with those
abuses," Mr . Dybikowski
said . "It's not clear to me
that licencing legislation
protects the public."
Another group that's con-

cerned about the proposed
legislation is the Church of

f-Scientology . (The organiza-i
tion calls itself a church, but
it is not recognized as such
in Ontario and is not allowed
to perform marriages .) The
Scientologists are worried
that they may no longer be
allowed to use personality

tests as part of their recruit̂ I
ing.

	

_ _
The Church of Scientology

is inviting other groups
which might be affected by. _

' the proposal to set up a
common front As first step
in -its campaign, it is spon- I

soring a public forum on '
Tuesday night in the Tudor
Room of the Royal York, l
Hotel .

	

. .
The Scientblogists, who

also go under the names
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights and Commitf
tee Against Spiralling ;
Health Costs, claim the_
psychologists want new leg-.
islation so they can get fund _
ed under the Ontario Health' .
Insurance Plan (OHIP).-': ;
Mr . Swadron denies that

any such intention is behind
the OPA proposal The main
concern is to protect the
public from so-called mind
development groups which

i currently are unrestricted
and "tree to go their own
merry way blowing people's
minds." ,



By ELLENROSEMAN

	

"' Assoclatidn ", `Loulse -'Rock=
A proposal to licence

man, a sociology professor '
cholo

	

now bean

	

at Glendon - College ; 'and
Pte'

	

gist,

	

g

	

Edmund Sullivan, a psychol-considered by the Ontario

	

ogy professor at the Univer-Ministry of Health, repre-

	

.sity ofTessor :t; .~ ?~Bents an unwarranted ex- . .;The Ontario psychological -pansion

	

of

	

Government

	

Association .'proposed lastpower,, says . an

	

ad hoc

	

August that the Governmentcommittee of concerned citi-

	

enact a Psychologists Act, '
defining what apsychologist"The Government would

	

is . aavid what he can do. The,be intervening in such a dfinition 'would ' include'vide range of private inter-

	

marriage

	

counselling' andpersonal relations that the vocational counselling, psy-proposal seems at first too chotherapy, sex therapy,absurd to be , seriously con-

	

biofeedback, behavior modi-sidered in a democratic soci~

	

fication

	

and

	

other

	

tech-ety," the committee said in

	

niques . It would also givea statement released at a - psychologists the power topress conference yesterday, -- prescribe selected rugs. -_The committee, which has

	

The ad"hoc committee iscollected about 120 signa-

	

concerned that the proposed'tures on a petition it plans to

	

act gives too much power topresent to Health. Minister one professional group to .Dennis Timbrell,

	

as repre-

	

determine what psychologi- .sented 'by four members : cal problems are and howDonald Evans, a philosophy

	

they should be treated.professor at the University

	

Thepsychology Act wouldof . Toronto and a United

	

apply -to anyone counsellingChurch minister ; Gregory a friend about a personalBaum, a theology professor - problem,

	

the

	

committeeat the U of T's St . Michael's

	

says. It would also clampCollege anda director of the

	

down on the activities of aCanadian

	

Civil . , Liberties

	

yoga teacher, a member of

Licencin*g of all psychologists
is--called a threat to freedom "

Alcoholics Anonymous, a
faith healer, a leader in a
human potential growth
centre, a clergyman, a
teacher, a social worker and
many others who offer help
or healing unless specifical.
fy exempted under the law.4
And, in the words of sods,,

	

,
ologist ' Louise

	

Roc
ketat~~

"I'm personally concerned -
as a mother if i would be'".
Hallowed to . counsel my owii
children in my ownhome.".; ? .
Committee members also

noted that clergymen would
not be allowed- to counsel
people in . their congrega;;
tions if they were receiving
some form of indirect pay-,',
ment such as contributions . r
Even- police and lawyers,
would' be' hampered in their
attempts to provide counsel- .'
ling. .

	

=I

. .

	

~-~ "a

Donald Evaiis;" chairman
of the ad hoc committee ~:
called the OPA , proposal
arrogant,- imerialist `' and
power-hungry- * .`Psycholo-
gists are 'only beginning to
show that they have compa-
rable abilities and expertise
to those of other established
professions." .

( Credit : The Globe and Mail , 78-01-26 )

,'--He said there was at least
as much diversity in views
on human nature as in views
on God. "The proposed act
is analogous to making one
religious denomination the
state church for the prov-
ince, while exempting cer-
tain designated -denomina-
tions fromyrosecution-" -
Gregory Baum,: e

	

11-
known theologian and or-
mer Roman Catholic priest,
said he was gravely dis-
turbed by the threat to reli-
gious libeFty in the psycholo-
gists! proposals."."By creat-
ing a monopoly of healing
under the power of the OPA,
some new religions which
"enter into the transforma-
tion of consciousness could
easily be crushed." ;. .

Prof . Baum said he sym-
pathized with the need to
protect the - public - from
unqualified therapists, but
hewondered if that could not,
be done by public education
and by strengthening exist-
ing laws on fraud and'as-
sault.

Some kind of law is needed to protect the pnb= ~ ;;

	

The problem le that, while there are fast-buck
lie from groups that offer so-called therapy 'and'.; . quacks and eharlat~ns engaging in personal counsel
counselling to lonely or depressed people but end" " ' big, there are also worthwhile community groups
up, using high-pressure harassment to demand' blg - and volunteers providing useful services, oft

	

free
fees for questionable or even destructive services . -!*,,,

of charge . They . would have a .tough time . hel#g
A number of Ontario communities have already

	

people if Qneen's Park did . what the psycologists
voiced concern about the activities of the Psi Mid' 1 Want.

	

'

	

- .
Development Institute. People were reported to have

	

;-To give .psychologists a monopoly .in the field -
suffered severe mental breakdowns after Psi,.ses- . `would deny worthwhile help to manypeople who are
sions that had held out promises of heightened

	

sow.getting it from social .workers, clergymen, youth
awareness, mind expansion andimproved memory .

	

-workers, teachers, even policemen and friendly
It's to counter 'such groups that the Ontario

- Psychological Association is asking the Ontario gov-
ernment to bring in a new law to- regulate the prac-
tice of psychology.

But their definition of the practice of psychology . - by groups who exploit disturbed individuals; But he
is so broad thaf it has many civil rights groups

	

; shoild-not interfere with heipful, legitimate_

	

eoun-
quite rightly worried.

	

i-swhngby community groups. -'- _- .- _

	

-

( Credit : The Toronto Star , , 78-01.-28: ).

volunteers such as those found in distress centres
rape crisis centres and Alcoholics Anonymous. ' -

Health -Mnister Dennis Timbrell should find -a
-

	

way'lo protect the public from dangerous practices



Of human understanding
we tend nowadays to overlook . The
OPA's proposals - and the manner in
which they are greeted by the public -
may provide a measure of the extent to
which we areprey to a particular set of
beliefs concerning the workings of the
mind and their relationship to a theo-
retical universe .
We can call it scientific imperial-

ism : the ambitious conviction that all
human behavior springs in a rigorous,
casual flow from a finite series of
methodically tested assumptions ; in

an answer, a long answer which, as ;

	

particular, the assumption that science
laymen, we do not pretend thoroughly- ., - created and governs man andnote man,
to understand. However�we can' fairly

	

science. To be sure, there are -many
divine from the "cognitive," "isomet-

	

sorts of psychologists ; there are physi-
ric" apd "psychobiological" murk of _

	

-'ological - psychologists, --

	

behavioral
the answer's 300 words that anyone '

	

psychologists, Freudian psychologists,
who does or says anything with the - -Jungian psychologists. But they all
deliberate aim of affecting the behav-
ior of someone else could be considered
to have practiced psychology. '

	

-

The Ontario Psychological Associa-
tion has presented a mammoth brief to
the Ontario Government, a brief which
argues the merits of a proposed piece
of legislation called, with nice scientif-
ic precision, The Psychologists Act, an
act which would render unto psycholo-
gists what they consider to be their
exclusive domain; -that is, the practice
of psychology .
Which brings us to the first critical . .

question: what, pray, constitutes the
practice of psychology? The OPA has .

Which brings us to the second criti-
cal question : did this hypothetical
practitioner of psychology collect a fee .
for his services? And the third: was'he,
in fact, a psychologist as defined by the
OPA?, If the OPA has its way, every
professional practitioner of psychology
(that is, anyone who, in exchange fora
fee, provides formal counselling of
almost any sort to anyone) would have
to be a psychologist.

And, while the OPA defines the prac-
tice of psychology with an exceedingly
broad stroke, it defines psychologist
with a precious and arrogant exacti-
tude. A psychologist would be someone
who holds a doctoral degree in psychol-
ogy and had been accepted under the
professional wing of the College of ;
Psychologists of Ontario (a body which
would replace the . present Ontario
Board of Examiners in Psychology).
With only a few exceptions (such as
doctors, teachers and clergymen --
and these within carefully defined lim-
its), everyone else who might offer
personal advice in exchange for a fee
would be in violation of the law.

This desire of the OPA to assume
nearly exclusive occupancy in the role
of personal adviser to mankind may be
kindled by the most benevolent, if self-
righteous, of motives : the protection of
the public from quacks, charlatans and
opportunistic metaphysicians of every
size, shape and philosophical descrip-
tion : But the OPA is itself guilty of a
sort of metaphysical opportunism that

have something in common : they each
hold a rather unscientific faith in -the
absolute efficacy of the scientific -ap-
proach'to the nature of things.

	

-
What psychologists do not hold is a

monopoly on the human mind. There is
no reason to suppose that an exhaus-
tive scientific theory of human behav-
ior (and,- as yet, there is none) would
be anymore valuable or -anymore true
than another, quite different theory
springing from other, quite different
assumptions -- the assumption, for
example, that a personal God with no
beginning and no end created man out
of nothing in His own image.
An ad hoc committee of private citi-

zens opposing the OPA proposal has
argued in a circulated brief that the
proposed act "is analogous to making
one religious denomination the state
church for the province,while exempt-
ing certain designated' denominations
from prosecution." ,- -

'

	

The scientific method has great and
varied merits ; it has given us modern
medicine (not to mention the automo-
bile, television and the nuclear bomb).
But these merits are not so overwhelm-
ing that they should be imposed upon
society to the virtual exclusion of all
other modes of inquiry. We believe the
OPA proposal to be a piece of arro-
gance bordering upon hubris. We be-
lieve that the dangerous excesses of
quackery (and these exist, though they
are difficult to define) can be properly
handled undefexisting laws relating to
consumer protection .
The OPA will make its,proposed leg-

islation formally public today. It
should begin collecting dust tomorrow .

( Credit : The Globe and Mail , 78-02-08)



STUDY OF ONTARIO COMMUNITY COLLEGE COUNSELLING
UPDATE

The O .C .C .C . Executiv e and I have been working on the college

counsellors' behalf on two fronts . The major thrust at this time

is to actively inform colleagues, citizens, and political repre

sentatives of the implications of the proposed Psychologists Act .

Your personal response to this situation and action is vital .

Suggested directions have been outlined in previous correspondence
and by Peter Bacon in this BETWEEN US editorial . If you are
unaware or confused as to what to do, please contact your regional

representative, Pauline Blais, or myself .

We have also surveyed via regional representatives the support

for the proposed counselling study . It appears at this time that

no outside funds are available to assist in our attempts . Also,

the feedback from the colleges would indicate that there is mixed

feelings about the need, purposes, and commitment necessary to
carry out such a proposal on our own . Therefore, we have decided

to .
1 . Continue to collect from those colleges doing internal

reviews documentation that might provide a basis for a system-wide

study at a later date or at least data to be synthesized for

reporting the status of counselling in CAATS .
2 . To continue the review of literature regarding studies

on counselling roles, competencies, and skills across Canada
and the United States .

3 . To select a couple of excellent models to be presented

at the Spring Conference .
4 . To develop alternative proposals that would be within

O .C .C .C . or individual college means to implement in the coming

year .

The information gathered will be available at the Spring

Conference . Also, the alternative proposals will be discussed

and a commitment for specific actions will be decided upon . In

the meantime, colleges who have conducted studies, or are in the

process of defining roles, competencies, skills, or are aware of

any other documentation, please forward it to me .

Brian Desbiens
O .C .C .C ., Ad Hoc Member
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FOREIGN STUDENTS TUITIONS - Part 2

In the March 1977 issue of Between Us I applauded the decision by McMaster
University to reject the collection of higher tuition fees from foreign students and
suggested that community colleges might consider a similar policy.

	

Apparently
the benefits are short-lived, as McMaster has joined the fold for September 1978,
as detailed in the article from the Hamilton Spectator, dated January 19, 1978 :

Students wouldn't help in fee fight : Bourns

Canadian students at McMaster University won't give a fin or sawbuck to help pay the
education of foreign students.

McMaster President Arthur Bourns relinquished his chair in the senate meeting yes-
terday to say students, "made their view strongly" by not supporting a fund-raising
campaign to keep the university from raising fees for foreign visa students .

	

The
University lost $151, 000 last year by defying a provincial directive to raise foreign
student fees to triple the level for Canadian and landed immigrant students.

	

"It was
very political. "said Dr. Bour ns.

	

"Neither the faculty nor students were significantly
interested.

	

The students made their view very strongly .

	

They were asked to donate
a very small amount.

	

Theywere almost totally against raising money even by $5 or
$10 to keep visa students." The campaign, which raised $25, 000 of the needed $170, 000
had donations from 109 students .

Dr . Bourns said he had fervently hoped the view of senate, in defying the province
last year, was reflected in the school's community. "Voluntary fund-raising would
have gone a long way to help McMaster continuke not charging differentiated fees.

	

The
decision not to charge differentiated fees last year had been a very courageous act
particularly by the board of governors . " He said because McMaster had the same
decline in the number of foreign visa students as other universities : "If we had charged
the higher fee, we'd have got the same number of foreign students and we'd have $151,
000 in the bank. " He said the university can't afford to lose $151, 000 another year. "1
don't know how we can keep up academic standards.

	

For the seventh year we have an
increase in revenue falling short of the increase in inflation . " He said if financial cuts
continue, teaching staff will have to be reduced.

	

"Thtio would significantly hurt each
student . " Dr. Bourns said he strongly, but sadly, agrees the university should start

collect differentiated fees from foreign visa, students .

Student members of senate differed on the opinion of the students, who were canvassed
individually by letter during the fund-raising . "I had good opportunities to talk to
students, "said Steve Shallhorn.

	

"Students were against the fee increase but felt they
were being asked for an amount beyond their ability .

	

They felt they were being asked.
not for $5 but for $50 or $100 . °"

Robert Thaler disagreed .

	

"There was a great concern by the students-they don't want
to pay for others' education.

	

A lot of people laughed when they read the letter .

	

They
made a lot of jokes and then forgot about it, " he said.

	

"They see a lot of visa students
with things they themselves can't afford . "

The senate agreed to raise the fees in July for new foreign visa students but decided to
table the report for discussion of principles.

Peter Bacon



ACHIEVEMENTS

7 .

TEN YEARS OF C. A. A. T. S.

COLLEGE COUNSELLING

O. C. C. C.

SOME OF THE PLANNED WORKSHOPS ARE:

CHALLENGES

OUR SPRING CONFERENCE WILL GIVE US AN OPPORTUNITY
TO PROJECT OUR VISION INTO THE NEXT DECADE. EXAMINE
OUR PRESENT POSITION AND THE FUTURE OF COUNSELLING
IN THE COLLEGES.

Recognizing Different Value
Systems and Learning Styles

	

-

	

Drs. R. C. Hogan and
E. Blizzard, McMaster.

The Hon. Dr. H. Parrot

	

-

	

Minister of Colleges and Universities
will speak at the Banquet : "How Important is Counselling to the College?"

Counselling for Behavioural Change - Dr. I. Cott
St. Joseph's Hospital, McMaster

Cognitive Behavioural Mod. - Dr. D. Michenbaum
University of Waterloo

Counselling the Bereaved - Dr. M. Brown
University of Ottawa

Counselling Suicidal Clients - Dr. R. Finlayson
St. Joseph's Hospital
McMaster University



8 .

CONFERENCE FEEDBACK PAGE

We need some information from those of you planning to attend
the Spring Conference this May in St.

	

Catherines.

Call for Papers, etc.
There will be time available on the afternoon of Monday, May 15,
for college counselling staff to share information in small group sessions .
We can accommodate people with formal papers to present, new projects
to report on, general information to share, audio +/or visual presentations,
testing studies, etc.

	

Bring your "pet projects" for all to enjoy.

Shaw Theatre Bus Trip
Interested in going to the Shaw Theatre at Niagara-on-the-Lake on Monday
night?

	

If enough of you are, a package can be arranged.

	

Estimated cost
of bus and theatre ticket = $12 . 00 , maximum 40 people.

Winery Tour at Blossom Time
Sufficient interest in a tour of a local winery and countryside could stimulate
the necessary arrangements .

	

We need to know early.

PLAN TO ATTEND THE CONFERENCE:

	

May 14 - 17, 1978
BROCK UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE
ST . CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Clip the COUPON below and send to MORRIS BOSSY at Niagara College by
mid- March.


